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The Global Standardisation Theatre – The role of the UN Agencies within the International Supply Chain and Dangerous Goods

- **Maritime: IMO** - > [IMO Fal Compendium](https://imocompendium.imo.org/public/IMO-Compendium/Current/index.htm)

- **Air: ICAO (…IATA)** - > Global semantic Standards for Air freight incl. Dangerous Goods
  


- **Rail/Road/Inland Water UNECE Transport Devision** - > European Standards with a Global Outreach eDGTI
Global Standards Alignment

- One multimodal Dangerous Goods Glossary (incl. Names, definitions, data types)
- Mapping across the DG standards (and its maintenance*)
- Re-use of regional Implementations such as
  - the EU Maritime Single Window environment (EMSWe) and
    - https://svn-emsa.gefeg.com/svn/EMSWe-Drafts/DS-Ph3-HTML/1g1.htm (* to be released)
  - The EU electronic Freight and Transport Information system (eFTI)
    - https://svn.gefeg.com/svn/efti-publication/HTML/001.htm
- EU Customs Code (UCC)

*Maintenance of the different lifecycles (IMO: earlier all three years, now once per year(?); EMSWe (expected once per year), eFTI (expected once per year); eDGTI (2 years)
eFTI and its common data set

- IMO delivers a common data set and subsets
- EMSWe delivers a common data set and subsets
- eFTI delivers a common data set and subsets:
  - eFTI subset 01 R&C; 0.1; 0
  - eFTI subset 02 Combined Transport; 0.1; 0
  - eFTI subset 03 Cabotage; 0.1; 0
  - eFTI subset 04 Waste; 0.1; 0
  - eFTI subset 05 Dangerous Goods; 0.1; 0
  - eFTI subset 06 Air CSD; 0.1; 0

- In all cases Dangerous Goods information need to be integrated